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__________________________________ 

Lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and intersex (LGBTI) persons continue to experience widespread stigma, exclusion, and 

discrimination around the world, especially in homes, communities, places of employment, and the health care system. Many 

LGBTI people experience terrible violence, including beatings, sexual assaults, torture, and even murder. Consensual same-sex 

relationships and transgender persons are illegal under discriminatory legislation in many nations, putting LGBT people at risk 

of stigma, extortion, blackmail, and even the death penalty in five nations. Most nations deny trans people access to legal 

recognition of their gender identity or place oppressive conditions on obtaining it. In violation of their human rights, intersex 

children and adults may be pressured or bullied into receiving medically pointless procedures. 
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INTRODUCTION 

TRANSGENDER: MEANING OF THE TERM/ WORD 

The term itself stands out from the stereotypical identities and gender norms. Society has been 

modernized to a great quantity as compared to the early 70s or 80s, nevertheless, the concept 

and idea of a transgender are nevertheless not common completely inside the society of India, 

even though it isn't always new. Because of this, humans belonging to such identification are 
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having to face discrimination, bodily violence, and social oppression. A number of the 

transgenders at large, there are a certain socio-cultural group of folks who are diagnosed as 

hijras, jogappas, Sakhi, Paradis, and so on, and there are those who do no longer have any tag 

in contrast to others who really belong to the identification of “transgenders”. As the charter of 

India ensures justice and equality to every citizen of India, likewise the rights of a transgender 

are equally assured. The authorities have enacted the Transgender person (safety of Rights) 

Act, 2019 so as to prohibit discrimination towards transgenders inside the area of employment, 

education, and health services and sure welfare measures have also been adopted to safeguard 

the rights of a transgender.1 

WHO'S A TRANSGENDER? 

Human beings belonging to the organization or identification of a transgender are taken to be 

the humans whose gender identification isn't like the gender they had been thought to be 

when they were born. Technically, a Transgender individual method is “a person whose 

gender does no longer in shape with the gender that becomes assigned to them at their 

delivery however they're the people with intersex variant and genderqueer”. People from the 

identity of Transgenders try expressing themselves through numerous methods. A few 

undertake the dressing style, some use behaviour or mannerism to stay like a soul and a 

gender whom they feel is proper bodily as they disagree to pick out themselves as the typically 

predicted gender of a male or a lady, alternatively bear in mind themselves as a third gender 

or a genderqueer or a transgender. 

RIGHTS OF A TRANSGENDER IN INDIA 

Transgender humans are one-of-a-kind from the usual stereotypical concept of a person and a 

female, instead, they have a one-of-a-kind bodily appearance, unique traits, and extraordinary 

behavioural traits. Being some distance far from typical people has termed them as “weird” 

and for the same motive, transgender human beings are having to face discrimination within 

the place of businesses, schools, colleges, and many others, and social oppression in the so-

                                                             
1 Saumya Agarwal, ‘What are the Rights of Transgender in India’ (IPleaders, 24 October 2014) 

<https://blog.ipleaders.in/legal-rights-of-transgender-india/> accessed 23 July 2022 

https://blog.ipleaders.in/legal-rights-of-transgender-india/
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known as modernized society nevertheless does now not be given them as a selected 1/3 

gender. The tough and torturous troubles they face in lifestyles are alcohol abuse, loss of 

fitness care and sanitation, lack of training and employment, and shortage of recognition 

inside the society. To protect their rights and assist them from having to face such problems, 

the constitution of India has supplied them with their personal rights, and the Honorable Apex 

courtroom has given them the proper to be recognized as a “0.33 Gender” within the case of 

countrywide legal offerings Authority v Union of India which acts no much less than a boon to 

them. 

RIGHTS OF A TRANSGENDER BELOW THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION 

The coverage of Indian societies and states earlier identified the handiest sex I.E., Male and 

female, and had impoverished the 1/3 gender from their rights being the citizens of India 

including the right to vote, right to marry, right to personal belongings, and especially they're 

proper to education employment and fitness and sanitation. They're impoverished from the 

fundamental rights that are promised to every citizen of India through the charter. The 

primary time the rights of s transgender were taken into consideration changed when the 

NALSA judgment became handed returned in 2014, where the Honorable Apex court docket 

specifically threw light on safeguarding the rights of a transgender individual under the ideas 

of the charter of India laid down in Article 14, 15, sixteen and 212. In one of the highlighted 

cases of Navtej Singh v Union of India3, segment 3774 of the Indian Penal Code was 

decriminalized for the reason that the primary issue of the case laid in the Constitutionality of 

the supply that became noted inside the IPC, which stated that “voluntarily carnal intercourse 

against the order of nature with any guy, lady or animal shall be with punished with 

imprisonment for existence, or with imprisonment which may increase to 10 years with an 

excellent.” The petition becomes filed specifying that segment 377 of the Indian Penal Code is 

violating the right to privacy, equality, freedom of expression, and protection in opposition to 

discrimination. The petitioner in his writ petition noted that the right to choose one’s sexual 

                                                             
2 Constitution of India 1950, art 14, art 15, and art 21 
3 Navtej Singh v The Union of India (2018) Writ Petition (Criminal) No. 76/2016 
4 Indian Penal Code 1860, s 377 
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partner, to invite recognition of the proper sexuality and the proper sexual autonomy is 

promised and assured below Article 21 of the constitution of India.  After reading each 

element of the case, the Honorable Apex court subsequently contended the judgment in the 

favor of the petitioner declaring section 377 must be decriminalized and confirming that 

homosexuality isn't an anomaly but one-of-a-kind sexuality. The Honorable courtroom further 

brought that discrimination on the idea of a person’s sexuality is violative of article 21 and 

article 14. 

ISSUES FACED BY TRANSGENDERS 

Notwithstanding India's illustrious history and numerous authorities’ measures to ameliorate 

the lives of transgender individuals, it is simply that the transgender populace is most of the 

most marginalised and at hazard corporations in Indian society. They experience victimisation 

in all spheres of society, consisting of humiliation, discrimination, assaults, and harassment. 

He is entitled to receive equal remedy underneath the Indian charter due to the landmark 

ruling5rendered with the aid of the Indian splendid courtroom within the NALSA case. No 

longer only does the ruling provide them with the proper self-identity—this is, the potential to 

perceive as a member of the male, woman, or 0.33 gender—however, it also declared that they 

belong to socially and economically disadvantaged training, making them eligible for hotels in 

employment and educational settings. 

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION 

They're impoverished of social and cultural participation which portrays that they have got 

limited get admission to training, fitness, employment and get admission to public locations 

which again impoverishes them from their fundamental right assured via the charter of India 

of equality earlier than the regulation and same safety before the regulation. The community 

of Transgenders faces discrimination in almost every issue of lifestyle and is, consequently, 

less handy to the possibilities that society provides to any man or woman. Hardly ever any 

                                                             
5 Anmol, ‘Rights Of Transgender Under The Indian Legal System’ (Legal Service India) 

<https://legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-6958-rights-of-transgender-under-the-indian-legal-system.html> 
accessed 23 July 2022 

https://legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-6958-rights-of-transgender-under-the-indian-legal-system.html
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individual belonging to this community gets an activity due to the stern criteria of gender of 

male and woman while selecting candidates. 

The court issued sure directions to the principal and national authorities which can be: 

 The Hijras and eunuchs and others such from the network shall be dealt with as the 

third gender for the motive of shielding their fundamental rights guaranteed 

underneath the constitution of India. 

 well, know the man or woman wants to perceive his very own gender, 

 providing reservations in public training and employment because of the socially and 

educationally backward elegance of citizens (SEBC), 

 creating special provisions concerning HIV zero-surveillance for transgender persons 

and presenting suitable fitness centers, 

 Pulley their issues inclusive of fear, gender doldrums, disgrace, despair, suicidal 

dispositions, and so forth. 

 Steps have to be taken to provide fitness care to transgender people in hospitals such as 

making separate wards and additionally providing them separate public toilets, 

 body social welfare schemes for his or her all-spherical development, 

 To create public awareness so that the transgenders experience that they are part of 

society and aren't to be handled as untouchables. 

The bill got delivered in Rajya Sabha on 12th December 2014, and it was unanimously 

surpassed with the competition celebration guide on 24th April. This day (24th April) is 

likewise celebrated as Transgender day after the passing of the bill inside the Rajya Sabha. 

2015 The bill turned into introduced using the Tiruchi Siva, MP from Tamil Nadu. The bill if 

implemented will sincerely lessen the struggle of transgender. 

The law might, however, be authorised by using Lok Sabha earlier than expiring. After years, 

the Transgender individuals (protection of Rights) invoice, 2016, was tabled in the Lok Sabha. 

In contrast to the 2014 bill, the 2016 invoice differed extensively from the NALSA ruling. In its 

forty-third file, the Parliamentary status Committee on Social Justice also emphasized various 
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times in which the 2016 bill infringed upon NALSA. The standing Committee's guidelines 

have been no longer protected within the Lok Sabha's passage of the bill, which resulted in the 

creation of the Transgender people (Protection of Rights) Act, 2019. Many transgender humans 

contested the regulation seeing that some of its elements had been unlawful. The petitioners 

ask the court to declare invalid Sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 12(three), 18(a), and 18(d)6 of the Act. 

Moreover, they want the court to problem a Writ of Mandamus teaching the Centre and 

kingdom Governments to present transgender Humans preferences in public employment and 

training, in accordance with the court docket's order in NALSA.In India, there was a top-notch 

shift within the twenty-first century in terms of the rights of transgender humans. Many laws 

and regulations were created in the course of this period, and some legal guidelines had been 

changed or repealed. The manner we think about sexual orientation and gender identity has 

changed because of this new fact. In India, the judiciary become important in ensuring the 

transgender network's human rights. A division bench of the Delhi excessive court docket 

ruled in Naz Foundation v Government. Of NCT of Delhi that criminalising consenting gay 

intercourse between adults violated essential freedoms assured by using the constitution. All 

modern efforts in this regard, however, were futile due to the fact the excellent courtroom 

reversed this within the Suresh Kumar Koushal case. The Indian superb courtroom set up the 

"third gender" class for transgender humans in its country-wide criminal Services Authority 

(NALSA) verdict, designating them as a socioeconomically backward elegance. The authorities 

changed into directed by using this choice to guarantee that they acquire job quotas, entrance 

to academic establishments, and health benefits. The superb court docket supplied numerous 

anti-discriminatory measures in their favour, retaining in thought the discrimination and 

cruelty transgender individuals had to bear. It changed into decided in Justice K S 

Puttaswamy v Union of India7, regularly called an essential judgement, that proper privacy is 

an important factor of the right to privacy. Anyone, irrespective of gender or intercourse, 

turned into likewise given the right to privacy. Individuals of the transgender community are 

granted autonomy and safety from government intervention whilst exercising their inalienable 

                                                             
6 Transgender People (Protection of Rights) Act 2019, ss 4, 5, 6, 7, 12(3), 18(a), and 18(d) 
7 Justice K S Puttaswamy v Union of India (2017) Writ Petition (Civil) No. 494/2012 
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proper to privacy, which additionally offers them the freedom to choose their romantic 

relationships. 

In Navtej Singh Johar v Union of India, the petitioner contested the constitutional validity of 

section 377 IPC, arguing that it violates Articles 14, 15, 16, and 19 1(a) of the Indian charter, 

which provides safety in opposition to discrimination, equality rights, and freedom of 

expression. The preferred courtroom invalidated segment 377 inasmuch because it made 

intercourse between consenting adults unlawful. The courtroom further dominated that 

discrimination primarily based on sexual orientation violates human beings' rights to equality 

and to privacy due to the fact sexual orientation is an essential part of who they're and the fact 

denying one right would violate their proper lifestyles, which is an essential proper that 

cannot be denied. 

CONCLUSION 

As a way to uplift the community and save them from any sort of discrimination, the right of 

Transgender men or women invoice, 2014 became exceeded unanimously with pass-party 

assistance. Rights assured below the bill were typically massive rights including the right to 

equality and non-discrimination, life and private liberty, unfastened speech, integrity, and to 

stay in a network in conjunction with protecting them from torture, bodily or sexual abuse and 

cruelty, violence, and exploitation. But, separate clauses had been placed for transgender 

children. 
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